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Title word cross-reference

+ [BDV03]. 1 [TPKP13]. 3 [JR10, MRLF12].
3 [FP00a]. H [Che93a, Che93b], SM
[Ano07a]. d [TOF+14]. K [RLC04], N
[HJ96, War14, WHG93]. O(N) [HJ96].

-body [HJ96, War14]. -D [TPKP13].
-dimensional [WHG93]. -means [RLC04].
-spline-based [TOF+14].

1 [HR12a, KBRS95]. 1999
[Met99a, Met99b].

2 [GBJ94, HR12b]. 2.0 [HMSM08]. 20
2003 [BCCP05, RMX05]. 2012 [VR13].
2048-processor [HMCH07]. 2HOT
[War14]. 2nd [Nag05b].

3 [GBH14].

4M [DTV00].

590 [Was95].

77 [OPE+95, Zim07].

81 [KGBB09].

90 [McC96]. 95 [RMX05, Sch03a]. 95/2003
[RMX05]. 9th [SO11].

Abstract [Vol97, Rou08b]. abstractions
[Hav00b]. Acceleration [Jes10, ZSS+10].
accelerator [CIN+96]. accelerators
[KK11]. access
Achieving [BAN02, KFFZ05]. Accessing [GR93], active [RLC04], ad [BDM+04], adaptation [IRSD99]. Adaptive [PVL+04, Shu94, BCC+93, BAN02, CW93, EAS+97, GRN99, OHS00, VCT05]. address [HUN08]. ADIFOR [BCC+92]. Adjacency [ZSS+10]. Adjacency-based [ZSS+10].


alignment [ACIK97, HKL+12]. algebraic [DHH00, Hav00a]. Algorithm [JKR92, KHSJ95, MJLM07, MSLS13, War14, ZSS+10]. Algorithms [CS94, CW03, DRL13, GIKP95, GA96, HJ96, KTP05, KK09, Lin04, LKDB10, NKV+02, OHS00, RLC04, S09]. Alice [Nag04]. aligned [AGIS94]. All-to-all [MJ05]. Allocation [BS01, Mor94, RMX05]. Amazon [JMR+11, TFN11]. Amesos2 [BHRT12]. Analysis [HBCM94, KOM94, AE03, BCK07, BB08, BBF+04, BCHL05, CO93, FO96, HMSM08, JMR+11, LDV07, Lin04, PPS12a, PPS+12b, PDGQ05, Rou08b, SCS09, SS00, SGM+08, SNe95, TKS02, TF04, WGW08, GM14].

analysis-driven [Rou08b]. Analyzing [LSB12]. angular [KMB09]. Answers [SHM97]. aperture [PTS+13]. AppLeS [COB+00]. Application [BCS01, KJG+08, Mal01, PPS+12b, BBF+04, BFGH14, BBK+11, DFF96, HLM+05, JL+01, KeKR+11, Bor04].

Applications [Ang93, CHM+97, SNe95, BBBM12, BDV03, CHS+99, CKS+09, HZ99, HHML05, LTB02, LPHD04, Nor07, PVL+04, RKR+99, SJR14, SKU+09, Slo12, SB01, SBJV11, WGW08]. applied [WGF93]. Applying [SCB02].

Approach [DEL01, FOT92, FP95, GG95, KJG+08, KLS+96, LSB12, LB02, PSU08]. approaches [OB96], approximate [GG95]. arbitrary [CGL08]. Architecting [IR02]. architecture [BHK+13, PMTL12, RX04, Rou08b, WB95, KCO+05]. architectures [BFGH14, BKB+11, HPD09, LKDB10, SH94, SJR14, WSP94]. area [JEM07]. arising [ARvW03]. Aristotle [FSV14]. arithmetic [Sch03a]. ARMS [CJS+02]. Array [HBCM94, McC96, ESP+12, Ott93, WHG93, BCS01]. arrays [FO96, RN07, TC96]. Art [Bry96, BDH+10]. Artificial [Gil09]. ASKALON [Pro07].

Assessing [LLW+14]. assessment [McvM10]. Atmospheric [Ros00, SS00]. atomistic [ADLN08, NKV+92]. atomistic-to-continuum [ADLN08]. attachment [MPP+04]. Author [Ano97a, Ano99a, Ano00, Ano08a, Ano09, Ano11a, Ano12, Ano14]. auto [DF14, FML+14]. auto-tuning [DF14, FML+14]. Automatic [FB99, HZ99, JJY+03, AGG+97, BFGH14, JL+01, Kes96, LP99, OPE+95].


B.E. [Ano08b]. Babv [Per08]. backprojection [PTS+13].

backprojection-based [PTS+13]. balancing [LTB02, PVL+04]. banded [MSSG11]. bartering [Ozt04]. based [Abd02, ABB+02, AMM05, BMY13, BB08, BGLR93, CJS+02, CL04, GRN99, GGJ04, Go05, K11, Lan01, OPP11, PTS+13, PPS12a, Sch03b, TOF+14, TKS02, Tym99, WOC99, ZSS+10]. Basic [BG+93].

Bayesian [LB02]. BE [RRV09]. behavior [TKS02]. behaviour [GGJ04]. being [BKP99]. Belos [BHRT12]. Benchmark
[Met99a, Met99b]. compiling
[DDS99, GG95]. Complete [Nag05b].
complex [Che93a, DSS+05, ESSL99].
Complexity
[Rou08a, ANEA08, PPS12a, PPS+12b].
component [KCO+05, KJG+08, Sch03b].
component-based [Sch03b]. Components
[ADLN08, CL04]. comprehensive [RST02].
compressible [WB95]. compression
[IMB+13, LLW+14]. Computation
[Nag05b, DSS06, HST+03, IB09, KB01,
Lar93, OSS94, PMTL12, PTS+13, PKE+10,
WGF93]. computational [GW11, GHW00,
HLM+05, McV10, WD07, SL+00].
computations [CLM05, CFR14, HUN08,
HJJYC10, PCS99, ZSS+10]. compute
[JIC+14]. compute-local [JIC+14].
computer [BTS+14, JLL+01, JEM07,
KMB09, LDV07, Ste97, WCKD07, WSP94].
Computers [PAR94, HB94, LH93, OS99,
PBK01, PMCF94, Shu94]. Computing
[BR11, DK02, GM14, GGP09, Nag04,
PT09a, PT09b, VR13, ACB+02, Ano08b,
AB96, BKK+11, BH12, BDG+94, BBK+11,
BC99, BCD12, BDH+10, CJS+02, CM02,
Che93b, DDMS14, DRR12, FB99, FP00b,
GW11, GGM09, GHH+92, Hav00a, JIC+14,
KeKR+11, KLS+96, LPHD04, LG03,
MMG+02, NJO8, Nor07, NDSG07, Rou08a,
SKU+09, VCT05, VF95, WG08, Zin07,
HLM05, JEM07, SO11, Mic97]. concept
[BM13]. concept-based [BM13].
Concepts [DNS97, NDSG07]. Concurrent
[BBC+10]. Conditional [BC07].
Conference [GM14]. Config [MS00].
configuration [CQF05]. conjugate [GG05].
CONLAB [JK92]. Connection
[GBJ94, MJ95]. connectivity [PSU08].
conquer [MGK+13]. considerations
[GHST12]. constant [CGL08].
constant-time [CGL08]. constrained
[LBvBW12]. constraints [LR05].
Constructing [BBBM12]. construction
[MOT97]. constructs [CP95, RS94].
continuum [ADL08]. contour [RLC04].
contraction [PMCF94]. control
[FP95, GR93]. convergence [HMCH07].
cooperative [CR05]. Coordinate
[Bj00, GHW00]. Coordinated [PRM+14].
Coordination [CHM+97]. coping [Hil97].
CORBA [Lan01]. Core
[TC96, JR10, JIC+14, PTS+13, PT09a,
PT09b, Zhe10, Nag05b]. coregulation
[HB12]. Corral [JVM10]. correlation
[KMB09]. cosmological [War14].
cosmology [BAN02]. cost
[BP99, JMR+11, PMCF94, S04].
coupling [GRN99]. course [ZGW08].
courses [Met99a, Met99b]. CPU [CFR14].
CPU/GPU [CFR14]. CRAFT [PMM04].
cratering [HLM+05]. CRAUL [IRSD99].
Creating [BKL01]. critical [ZA10]. cross
[BHK+13, GA96]. cross-architecture
[BHK+13]. crunching [GB94]. crystals
[GIK95]. custom [NAA+03].
customizable [WOC99]. CX [CM02].

de-allocation [RMX05]. decomposition

D [Nag05a, JR10, MRLF12, TPKP13]. Data
[HMC97, LR05, SSM+02, WCG95, AMN+12,
AHCH12, AGG+97, CDD+05, CvHK97,
CP95, DRT+14, Gil90, Hav00b, HJ96, HS03,
IB09, IMB+13, KG08, KB96, KGV97,
KVW+07, LOHA01, LLW+14, Lin04,
NPP+10, Oz04, PSU08, PDG05, Pla04,
PMCF94, RO70, RKR+99, Rou08b,
SVR+07, Sin99, Slo12, SG96, TFN11,
VRW+03, VRM02, WHRH07, War96,
ZRP08, ZS99, ZGW08, ZSS+10, vDKH01].
data-aware [IMB+13]. data-intensive
[DRT+14, Slo12]. Data-parallel [HMC97,
WCG95, CvHK97, Hav00b, HJ96, ZS99].
data-structure-neutral [SG96]. Database
[HMSW92, BBLL94, MSLS13, WSZ90].
databases [TCT11]. datasets
[BCHL05, HB12]. David [ANO07c, Nag05b].
DDT [AGG+97]. de-allocation [RMX05].
deadlock [HPS+13]. debugging [FP00b].
decomposition
definition-use [HS03]. Delegated [ITF+08]. demand [Ang93]. dependence [BH02, Lin04]. Derivative [BCC+92].
derivatives [Met99a, Met99b]. derived [RMX05]. descriptions [MPP+04]. Design [CFR14, CDO+96, GHST12, GSM03, O’K00, PPD05, RX04, SS00, SG96, DRT+14, DSZ96, FP95, PDA+08].
designing [Lin04]. designs [OH00].
detection [HPS+13]. Determining [ADS95].
dynamics [BKK+11]. DWD [DSO09].
distributions [KTP05]. divide [MGK+13].
DMZ [DRT+14]. DNA [KTP05].
do [Ang93, GA96]. domain [GRN99, JHNH14].
Dongarra [Nag05b]. Driven [BR11, Kes96, KVW+07, Ron08b]. DSMPI [SSC97]. DWD [DSO09].
Dynamic [CMM+02, CP03, KLN+04, LT02, RMX05, WD07, WHRH07, HS03, MSCS14, KRR+99, Shn94, VCT05]. dynamical [CO93].
education [DDMS14].
EEG [ADS95]. effects [CBCM93, GIKP95, LLW+14]. Efficiency [CGK+05, Mat94, STD+14]. Efficient [DRL13, IB09, PPS+13, RLC04, CGL08, GL04, KABW11, SZ04, TFN11]. Efficiently [RLL+02, HJ96].
ELASTIC [MSCS14]. elasticity [Kok07].
Electric [WCKD07]. electronic [CL04].
Element [Ano07b, VHB03, WGF93, ZSS+10].
elements [Hem00].
empirical [AGIS94, JHNH14].
effects [HPS+13]. Determining [ADS95].
education [DDMS14].
EEG [ADS95]. effects [CBCM93, GIKP95, LLW+14]. Efficiency [CGK+05, Mat94, STD+14]. Efficient [DRL13, IB09, PPS+13, RLC04, CGL08, GL04, KABW11, SZ04, TFN11]. Efficiently [RLL+02, HJ96].
ELASTIC [MSCS14]. elasticity [Kok07].
Electric [WCKD07]. electronic [CL04].
Element [Ano07b, VHB03, WGF93, ZSS+10].
elements [Hem00].
Fractional [PDA+08]. Framework [BGLR93, Pla04, ACB+02, ACIK97, BDM+04, BBK+11, BHK+13, CR05, DSS+05, MCvM10, OPP11, TPKP13]. Framework-based [BGLR03], free [Bjso00, GHWO00]. friendly [Hem00]. Fujitsu [DTV00], function [KMB09]. Functional [BH96, DFF96, Den96, WC96]. fusion [PKE+10]. future [JIC+14].

G [ABB+02, KVW+07, TF04]. gamma [BCHL05]. gamma-ray [BCHL05]. gap [SH94]. GDMP [SSM+02]. gene [ZGW08].
general [Hem00, Mat94, RR07, SS00, SF03b, SF03a]. Generating [BCC+92]. generation [BDM+04, BHK+13]. generator [SF03b, SF03a]. generic [BH12, PPS12a, VHBR03]. gentle [Ste97].
GFDL [Hem00]. ghosting [MSLS13]. Giga [GKL+96]. Global [Ros00, FC01, HMCH07, Wan02]. GMA [KCO+05]. GMRES [PBK01].
Gockenbach [Ano07b]. Good [Ano07c, Mat03]. Gordon [Per08].
governed [BH02]. GPU [GW11, Jes10].
GPUs [BBDN11]. gradient [GG05]. grain [HPD09, KB96]. Graph [Lin04, PMCF94].
Graphical [PHH95]. graphics [BB09].
Great [Ste97]. Grid [DK02, KCO+05, ACB+02, CIS+02, GRC03, MPP+04, Pla04, HP02, ABB+02, ACB+02, AMM05, BBF+04, BBLO8, COB+00, CQF05, HHML05, HLM+05, KFF05, KVW+07, KLN+04, MAG+07, PPD05, Pro07, Rom02, SZ04, SSM+02, TF04, VCT05]. Grid-based [ABB+02]. Grid-enabled [KVW+07].
GRIDCC [MAG+07]. GridLab [KL+04]. Grids [SN02, ITF+08, Özt04, SLJ+00].
GridWay [HHM05]. GRIDOS96 [BCS01]. growth [GG04, Szy07].
Grunwald [Bry96]. GSSIM [BBK+11].
GTS [PKE+10]. Guest [Ger02, O'K00, Sne95]. Guest-Editorial
[Ger02, O’K00]. Guide [Ano07c, Hil97]. guidelines [GB94].

H [Hil97, Mic97]. Handling [Che93a]. Hardware [vDKH01], [hashed] [War14]. help [BFH96]. HeNCE [BGH99].
heterogeneity [LR05]. Heterogeneous [BB99, HMSW92, BCHL05, BDG+94, BBK+11, BDH+10, DRL13, JHPN14, KK11, PVL+04, PRM+14, RLL+02]. heuristics [FB99]. hidden [BH02, LB02, VRM02].
hierarchical [BDV03, DZKS13]. hierarchy [BPC+09]. High [Ano99b, Ano08b, GM14, GGP09, GBK+96, HKL+12, LBvBW12, Nag05a, Nor07, WSKZ99, AB96, BTS+14, CB99, FP00b, GGMSS99, IR02, KMB09, Lan03, LG03, MMG+02, NJ08, VvAC+09, Zim07, ACIK97, Ano93, AGG+97, BMN+97, DS97, KMR+97, KOM94, KGV97, MH95].
High-level [LBvBW12].
High-Performance [GBK+96, HKL+12, AB96, FP00b, KMB09, LG03].

I/O [OSIK12]. IBM [KGBB09, Was95]. Ideas [BBG+93, Ste97]. IDL [ESSL99]. IFS [DTV00]. II [PPS+12b, Per08]. image [GKL+96, RLC04]. images [VvAC+09]. impact [FSV14, HLM+05]. imperative [DFP96]. Implementation [BHP+03, KMB09, SKU+09, SSC97, TOF+14, BS01, BV03, CBCM93, CDO+96, CIN+96, CW93, FS01, Gus93, PPD05, PCS99]. implementations [ADS95, BH96, PBK01]. implemented [Hav00b]. Implementing [Ano07b, CS94, HJ96, Lan03, VGC09, DN04]. implications [DF14]. implicit [SCSJ09]. improve [Sin99]. improved [War14, vDKH01]. Improving [BBDN11, RR04]. Impulse [CHS+99].
Incorporating [BGH99]. incremental [TOF+14], independent [GL04]. Index [Ano99a, Ano00, Ano08a, Ano09, Ano11a, Ano12, Ano14, Ano97a, BSC96]. indicator [FSV14]. Individual [GGJ04].
integration [IRSD99]. Intel [CBCM93]. intelligence [Gil09]. Intelligent [GBK+96]. Intel(R) [BGH99]. intensive [DRT+14, Slo12]. Inter [ITF+08].
Inter-operating [ITF+08]. interactive [BBLR03, KVW+07]. interchange [VRW+03]. interest [MGK+13]. interface [Spo12, WOC99]. Interfaces [BKLS01].
Intrepid [BEK+12]. Introduction [Ano01, Ano02, Ano04a, MH95, PT09a, Sne95, VC93, WSP94, Ste97]. inverse [Wau02]. inverses [GG05]. Investigating [HMCH07, OPP11]. IPSC [CBCM93].
iPSC/860 [CBCM93]. irradiation [GIKP95]. Irregular [KB96, PCS99, LOHA01, LP99]. Isorropia [BCCD12]. Issue [JK10, PT09a, PT09b, SO11, VR13, BFGH14, BR11, GM14, HR12a, HR12b]. Issues [Ano99b, McC96, ARvW03].
Itanium(R) [GHH+02]. iterative [BHRT12, DEvV01, SG96].


Laboratory [ABB+02]. laminar [FP95]. Lanczos [Bor04]. Landau [Hil97].

Language [CHM+97, CP95, Hig93, AJ94, AMM05, AJF94, BBG93, CLM05, Che93a, Che93b, DSS96, GGMS99, LG03, Met99a, Met99b, RS94, Szy07, VRW+03, VF95, WC96].

Languages [HJ96, JK10, KGV97, Mar05, Zim07].

Lapack [ArvW03, DDS99]. Large [TSCT11, BHRT12, BPK00, CGL08, JEM07, MJLM07, MSCS14, RS94, WGW08].

Large-area [JEM07]. large-scale [MJLM07, WGW08]. latency [RS95].

Lattice [IB09]. layout [DZKS13].

Leadership [WGW08]. learning [KG08, LB02, PVL+04]. Lederman [Nag05b]. Letter [Pre99]. Level [Vol97, COB+00, LBvBW12, RRV09].

Libraries [ArvW03, PMTL12, PMTL14, SG96].

Library [BZhA+01, ESP+12, GHST12, GL04, GSM03, Lan03, VGC09]. Life [KFFZ05]. Lifting [Sch03b]. lightweight [Ott93]. like [KGV97, PMTL14]. Linda [Lar93, Mat94]. line [BBF+04, RLL+02, SCB02]. Linear [ACIK97, BHRT12, HKL+12, Kok07, MSSG11, RR07, SG96]. linked [HS03].

Linpack [KGBB09]. Linux [Nag05a]. load [Dim99, IRSD09, LT02, PVL+04]. local [FSV14, JIC+14, ZGW08]. locality [HJYC10, RR04, Sin99, Zim07]. locality-aware [HJYC10, Zim07]. long [KTP05]. lookup [WSB11]. loop [NAA+03]. loops [LOHA01]. Louis [Bor04]. Low [RS95, HB12, SZ04, TPK13].


Machine [AGIS94, Hav00b, MJ95, GBJ94].

Machines [BMN+97, BCC+93, BCC+00, HMCH07].

Magnetic [PKE+10]. make [Sch94].

Management [BCK07, CJ+02, IB09, KeKR+11, KABW11, KLN+04, PRM+14, vDKH01].

Managing [ANF+08, CDD+05, PPS12a, PPS+12].

Many [PTS+13]. many-core [PTS+13].

Manycore [ESP+12]. Maple [PPD05].

Mapping [DSS+05, Den96, DRR12, PMCF94, SZ04].

Maps [KTP05]. Marc [Nag05b]. Mark [Ano07b]. Markov [BH02, LB02, VRM02].

Markup [VRW+03]. Mary [Bry96].

Massive [JK10]. Massively

[GA96, Nag04, LH93, OPE+95, SS00, Sch94, WMR+94, WB95, WSP94]. MatchMaking [ITF+08]. Materials [HMSW92, NKV+02].

MATLAB [PMTL14, CB99, Kok07].

MATLAB-like [PMTL14]. Matrix [DELO1, BBDN11, CFR14, KHSJ95, Lin04, VGC09]. May [Me09a, Met99b]. MC2 [DTV00].

McrEngine [IMB+13]. means [RLC04]. measurement [WGW08].

Measuring [STD+14]. mechanics
mechanisms [Ott93].

Memory
[BMN +97, CHS +99, TKS02, Bai95, BPC +09, DBVF01, FSV14, GL04, GBH14, HMCH07, JKR92, JIC +14, KMR +97, KHSJ95, LR05, NAA +03, OB96, Per08, PBK01, RS95, RM05, SHHI01, SZ09, Shu94, ZS99].

Menhir [CB99].

mechanisms [Ott93].

Memory
[BMN +97, CHS +99, TKS02, Bai95, BPC +09, DBVF01, FSV14, GL04, GBH14, HMCH07, JKR92, JIC +14, KMR +97, KHSJ95, LR05, NAA +03, OB96, Per08, PBK01, RS95, RM05, SHHI01, SZ09, Shu94, ZS99].

Menhir [CB99].

metaprogramming [BMY13].

methods [Hav00a].

methods [Hav00a].

methodology [HCJ08].

Methods
[Mor94, Vol97, BCC +93, RR07, STD +14].

metrics [LLW +14, RX04].

micro
[ADLN08, micro- [ADLN08], MicroGrid [SLJ +00], middleware [COB +00, VCT05], migratable [BZvA +01], migration [HZ99, KLN +04].

millennium [Met99a, Met99b].

MIMD [PBK01].

mind [FML +14].

Mining
[HB12, AMN +12, AH2Z12, PS07, ZRP08].

Mirroring
[SSM +02].

mission [Nor07].

mission-enabled [Nor07].

mitigating [OdSSP13].

Mixed [LG03, RR07, SB01].

Mixed-language [LG03].

MM5 [Mic00].

MMX TM [BGH99].

Mobile
[MR02, CKS +09].

mobility [BDM +04].

mode [SB01].

model [BHK +13, BH02, BDV03, CIN +96, DTV00, Hem00, HMCH07, KBXS95, Mar05, PMM94, Ros00, SZ09, SSO0, SS00, SD00, SM +10, Wan02, War96].

Modeling
[DDMS14, ADLN08, BDM +04, GRR +03, LDV07, SLJ +00].

modelling [LPHD04].

models [LB02, MSSG11, VRM02].

modern [AJJF14, NDSG07].

module [BCS01, Sch03a].

modules [HB12].

molecular

[BCS01, BPK00, DFP96, GIKP95].

Monitoring
[BBL08, BBF +04, KCO +05, TF04].

MOPEX [JEM07].

mosaics [JEM07].

motivated [LLW +14].

MPI [CKS +09].

MPI [Nag05b, GBH14, HZ99, HPS +13, JR10, KB01, RST02, SB01].

MPI/OpenMP [JR10, SB01].

Multi
[GGMS99, PT09a, PT09b, CIN +96, DF14, JR10, PVL +04, Zhe10].

multi-agent
[PVL +04].

Multi-core
[PT09a, PT09b, JR10, Zhe10].

Multi-language
[GGMS99].

Multi-model
[CIN +96].

multi-objective [DF14].

multiagent [PCGLO14].

multicounters
[JKR92].

Multicore
[NJ08, BB09, HPD09, BKLS01, PCGLO14, SZ09, SJR14].

Multidimensional
[ESP +12, FO96].

Multidisciplinary
[CHM +97].

multidisk
[GKL +96].

multigrid
[GHST12].

multilevel
[JJY +03].

multiphysics
[PPS12a, PPS +12b].

multiple
[MGK +13].

multiplication
[KHSJ95].

multiplications
[BBDN11, GA96].

multiprocessor
[CKS +09, GKL +96].

MultiProcessors
[BDV03, LR05, RS95, AGIS94].

Multi-programming
[BHP +03].

multiscale
[ADLN08].

multithreaded
[HMC97].

multithreading
[Sin99].

MUST
[HPS +13].

mutual
[Szy07].

naming
[Sch94].

nanofluidic
[ADLN08].

NAS
[SBM +10].

Native
[BKLS01].

navigation
[MJLM07].

Navy
[Ros00].

nearly
[CGL08].

NEC
[DTV00].

Nest
[BS01].

Net/SLE
[WOC99].

Netherlands
[McvM10].

network
[ASCH +07, BDD +04, CM02, CDD +05, CIN +96, DRT +14, DRL13, PS07, WOC99].

Networking
[GM14].

networks
[ADLS95, BDM +04, DRL13].

neural
[ADLS95, CIN +96].

neural-network
[CIN +96].

neuronal
[PS08].

neutral
[SG96].

next
[RN07].

Nimrod
[PD +08].
Nimrod/E [PDA+08]. NINJA [MMG+02].
node [BTS+14, JR10]. non
[JIC+14, NAA+03]. non-regular [NAA+03].
non-volatile [JIC+14]. nonaligned
[AGIS94]. nonlinear [BCHL05].
normalized [GG05]. Notation [McC96].
NUMA [BCC+00, TKS02]. NUMA-based
[TKS02]. Number [GB94].
Number-crunching [GB94]. numbers
[Che93a]. numerical [BC99, BAN02,
DSZ96, DHH00, MMG+02, VF95, WCG95].
numerics [Bjo00]. NumPy [AJJF14].

O [OSIK12]. Object
[BCC+93, CW93, Gus93, HMSW92, MOT97,
BGLR93, BBG+93, BKP99, FS01, HST+93,
KZRR94, KK11, VF95, WGF93].
object-based [KK11]. Object-Oriented
[HMSW92, BCC+93, CW93, Gus93, MOT97,
BGLR93, BKP99, HST+93, KZRR94, VF95,
WGF93], objective [DF14]. ObjectMath
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